
A conjecture by M. Kashiwara

Conjecture
The properties of polarizable HodgeD-modules which do not explicitly involve

the Hodge filtration remain valid when one replaces “polarizable HodgeD-
module” with “ semisimple holonomicD-module”.

Main Theorem
LetF be asemisimplelocally constant sheaf on a smooth projective manifold

X, and letf : X → S be a holomorphic map with values in a compact

Riemann surfaceS. Then, the direct image complexRf∗F decomposes, in the

derived category, in a direct sum of irreducible perverse sheaves (with some

shifts) onS.
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3 main sources of ideas:

– the theory ofpolarizable Hodge modulesof M. Saito,
– the notion of avariation of twistor structure, introduced by C. Simpson

(after a suggestion of Deligne),
– the use ofdistributions and of Hermitian forms on D-modules, after

D. Barlet et M. Kashiwara.
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Harmonic metrics and Higgs bundles

Theorem(K. Corlette 1988, C. Simpson)
Let(V,∇) be a holomorphic vector bundle equipped with a flat connection on

a compact Kähler manifoldX. Then,(V,∇) has a harmonic metrich if and

only if the locally constant sheafF of its horizontal sections issemisimple.

DV = D′V +D′′V

the flat connection on the bundle

H = C∞X ⊗
OX

V
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obtained from∇, so that

(V,∇) = (KerD′′V , D
′
V ).

Leth be a metric onH.
One may then find a unique connection

DE = D′E +D′′E on H

which preserves the metrich in such a way that, if one puts

θ′E = D′E −D
′
V , θ′′E = D′′E −D

′′
V ,

the(0, 1)-form θ′′E with values inEnd(H) is theh-adjoint of the(1, 0)-form
θ′E.
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Definition
The metrich is harmonic relatively to the flat holomorphic bundle(V,∇) if

(D′′E + θ′E)2 = 0

that is,

D′′2E = 0, D′′E(θ′E) = 0, θ′E ∧ θ
′
E = 0.

E = KerD′′E : H → H

E is a holomorphic bundle equipped with a1-formθ′E with values inEnd(E),
which satisfies

θ′E ∧ θ
′
E = 0
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θ′E is aHiggs field for E.

The flatness ofDV also imposes relations as

D′2E = 0, D′E(θ′E) = 0, D′′E(θ′′E) = 0.

Consequently, for allzo ∈ C, the operator

D′′E + zoθ
′′
E

is a complex structure onH.
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The associated holomorphic bundle

Vzo = KerD′′E + zoθ
′′
E

is equipped, ifzo 6= 0, with a flat holomorphic connection

∇zo = D′E +
1

zo
θ′E.

Forzo = 1 one recovers(V,∇).

If h is harmonic, the identities of Kähler geometry apply to the mixed operators

D∞ = D′E + θ′′E, D0 = D′′E + θ′E
DV = D∞ + D0

∆DV = 2∆D∞ = 2∆D0.

Simpson deduces from them theHard Lefschetz Theorem.
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Family of flat bundles(Vzo,∇zo) for zo 6= 0.
One also has operators which satisfy the identities of Kähler geometry:

Dzo = (zoD
′
E + θ′E) + (D′′E + zoθ

′′
E) = zoD∞ + D0

∆zo = (1 + |zo|
2)∆DV .

=⇒ all locally constant sheavesFzo, zo 6= 0, have the same cohomology.
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Variations of polarized Hodge structures

H a vector bundleC∞ equipped with a decomposition

H = ⊕
p∈Z

Hp,w−p (w ∈ Z),

with a flat connection

DV = D′V +D′′V

and with a nondegenerate Hermitian formk such that
– the decomposition isk-orthogonal,
– (−1)pk onHp,w−p is positive definite,
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and (Griffiths’transversality relations)

D′V (Hp,w−p) ⊂
(
Hp,w−p ⊕Hp−1,w−p+1

)
⊗OX Ω1

X

D′′V (Hp,w−p) ⊂
(
Hp,w−p ⊕Hp+1,w−p−1

)
⊗OX Ω1

X

whereX is the complex conjugate manifold. One says that this is avariation
of polarized complex Hodge structures of weightw.

h = (−1)pk on Hp,w−p

Decomposition

D′V = D′E + θ′E, D′′V = D′′E + θ′′E.

The metrich is harmonic.
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Variations of polarized twistor structures

C. Simpson presents this notion by stating the

Meta theorem(C. Simpson)
If the words“Hodge structure” are replaced with“twistor structure” in the

assumptions and conclusions of any theorem in Hodge theory,one still gets a

true statement, the proof of which is analogous to that of itsmodel.
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The notion of a twistor structure is a
“deshomogeneization”

of that of a Hodge structure, which has a notion ofweight.

The Hodge graduation on a bundle onX is replaced with the extension of this
bundle as a bundle onX × P1.

The conjugationHq,p = Hp,q is replaced with a geometric conjugation.
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Geometric conjugation

Let f(x) be a holomorphic function on an open set ofX. Its conjugate

f(x)
def
= f(x)

is a holomorphic function on thecomplex conjugate manifoldX.

Let g(z) be a holomorphic function on an open setU of P1. Its “conjugate”

g(z)
def
= g(−1/z)

is a holomorphic function on the“complex conjugate set”U .

Mix these two notions to definef(x, z).

If F is aOX×U -module, thenF is aOX×U -module.
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Polarized twistor structure

A twistor structureT = (H′,H′′, C) of weightw onH consists of
– twoOU0-modulesH′,H′′, locally free of rankd
– and of aglueing betweenH′∗ andH

′′
on an annulusA invariant undergeo-

metric conjugation

C : Γ(A,H′) ⊗
O(A)

Γ(A,H′′) −→ O(A).

The glueing defines a bundlẽH onP1 isomorphic toOP1(w)d such thatH =

Γ(P1, H̃(−w)).

Weil operator:T̃ = (H′,H′′, (iz)−wC) has weight0.
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Tate twist:T (k) = (H′,H′′, (−z2)−kC).

Hermitian duality:

T ∗ = (H′′,H′, C∗) with C∗(x, y) = C(y, x).

w(T ∗) = −w(T ), w(T (k)) = w(T )− 2k,

T (k)∗ = T ∗(−k).
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Polarization:

If T has weight0, a polarization is an isomorphism

S : H′′
∼
−→ H′

such that

C ◦ (S ⊗ Id) : Γ(A,H′′) ⊗
O(A)

Γ(A,H′′) −→ O(A)

induces apositive definite Hermitian formh on

H ⊗
C

H.
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In general,

S : T −→ T ∗(−w),

S = (S′, S′′), S′, S′′ : H′′ −→ H′

such that
S∗ = (−1)wS, S′ = (−1)wS′′

andS′′ is a polarization of̃T = (H′,H′′, (iz)−wC).
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Variations of polarized twistor structures

– Two locally freeOX×U0-modulesH′,H′′ of rank d equipped with aflat
connection

∇ : H′ −→ H′ ⊗
OX×U0

1

z
Ω1
X×U0

– and aglueing

C : πA∗H
′ ⊗
O(A)

πA∗H′′ −→ C
∞
X (O(A))

compatible with the connection, so that the restriction to any fibre is atwistor
structure of weightw.

A polarization is an isomorphismS : H′′
∼
−→ H′ compatible with the con-

nectionand which induces a polarization on each fibre.
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The bundleH̃ on P1 obtained by glueingH′∗ andH′′ isC∞ with respect to
variables ofX and holomorphic with respect to the variable ofP

1. If H is the
bundleπ∗H̃(−w), the polarization defines ametrich onH.
The bundleH′|z=1 is a holomorphic subbundle ofH equipped with aflat holo-
morphic connection.
The bundleH′|z=0 is a holomorphic subbundle ofH equipped with aHiggs
field.
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Theorem(C. Simpson)
Such a metric isharmonic. Conversely, any harmonic metric onH is obtained

in this way.

Corollary
If X is compact Kähler, The restriction toz = 1 induces an equivalence

between the category of variations of polarized twistor structures of weight0

and that of semisimple representations ofπ1(X).
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Hodge-Simpson Theorem
If X is compact Kähler,L the Lefschetz operator, and if

T = (H′,H′′, C)

is a variation of polarized twistor structure of weightw onX, then for any

k > 0, the primitive part of thekth de Rham cohomology is a polarized twistor

structure of weightw + k.
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R-modules

RX×U0 ≃ OX×U0〈z∂x1, . . . , z∂xn〉 locally

It is the Rees ring associated withDX and its filtrationF•DX by the order of
operators

RFDX = ⊕
k∈N

Fk(DX) · zk

when one forgets the grading,i.e.

RX×U0 = OX×U0 ⊗
C[z]

RFDX.
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RX×U0-modules⇔ OX×U0-modules with a flat connection

A RX×U0-module isstrict if it has noOU0-torsion.

Example
A RFDX-moduleM is strict iffM = RFM for someDX-moduleM

equipped with a filtrationF compatible with that ofDX.
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Meromorphic distributions

Replace the sheaf of functionsC∞ onX with values inO(A) with that of
distributions onX with values inO(A).
If α is a complex number, put

α ⋆ z = zReα+ i(z2 + 1) Imα/2

= z
(
Reα+

i

2
(z + 1/z) Imα

)
.

The function

0 6= z 7−→
α ⋆ z

z
is “real”, i.e. invariant under

i←→ −i and z ←→ z = −1/z.
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One wants to consider the one-variable distribution:

|t|2(α⋆z)/z (log |t|)ℓ.

This distribution takes values inO(A) when multiplied with

Γ(1 + (α ⋆ z)/z)−(ℓ+1).

The poles with respect toz arepurely imaginary.

The sheafDb
(A,∗iR)
XR
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Twistor structure of weight w on aDX-module

– Two strict holonomicRX×U0-modulesM′,M′′,

M′
|z=1 =M′′

|z=1 = M,

– and aR⊗O(A)R-linear pairing

C : πA∗M
′ ⊗
O(A)

πA∗M′′ −→ Db
(A,∗iR)
XR

.

Moreover,M′,M′′ arespecializablealong any germ of holomorphic function
and the specialized modules are objects of the same kind.
In dimension0 one gets atwistor structure of weightw + · · · .
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Specialization ofC:

ψt,αC : ψt,αM
′
A ⊗
O(A)

ψt,αM
′′
A −→ C

(A,∗iR)
X0,R

(m,µ) 7−→
[
ϕ 7→

( i

2π

)n
Ress=(α⋆z)/z

〈
C(m,µ), ϕ |t|2sχ(t)

〉]
.

A polarization is an isomorphism ofRX×U0-modules

S :M′′ ∼
−→M′

which induces a polarization on the specialized objects.
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Theorem
The category of regular holonomicDX-modules equipped with a polarized

twistor structure issemisimple.
If f : X → Y is a morphism between smooth projective manifolds, the direct

image of a regular holonomic module equipped with a polarized twistor struc-

ture decomposes indirect sumof its cohomology modules, which are regular

holonomicDY -modules equipped with a polarized twistor structure (the weight

is obtained in the usual way).
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Conjecture
If X is smooth projective, the restriction functor toz = 1 is an equivalence

between the category of regular holonomicDX-modulesequipped with a po-
larized twistor structure of weight0 and that ofsemisimpleregular holonomic

DX-modules.

According to C. Simpson’s work, this conjecture is true in the following cases:

– The smoothDX-modules and the locally constant sheaves.
–X is a compact Riemann surface.
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Conclusion

This gives the main theorem.

The general case should use the work of Jost et Zuo, which partly generalize
those of Simpson in dimension bigger than one.

The case ofirregular holonomicD-modules is still largely open. Nevertheless,
there are some partial results in dimension one: the construction of a harmonic
metric associated with airreducible irregular meromorphic connection on a
bundle on a compact Riemann surface.


